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Efficiency in any project 1s an admirable
attribute. It is even"more than admirable in an under-
taking designed tor the spending of the taxpayer's
money in Which the lack or this trait is so liable to
be interpretated as graft. It is necessary.
After same eight years of connection with high-
way eonstruetion, a .familiarity with inefficiency in
the management of highway projeets under state construc-
tion is sufficient excuse, we believe, to warrant a
dissertation on the opportunities for the practice of
efficiency by those in direct charge of these projeets~~
the Project Engineers or the Resident Engineers, as
they are t1tled by difrerent states.
This is written not in a spirit or eriticism of
existing systems. We believe that most of the highway
Officials with whom our experience has thrown us in
contact have been primarily interested in getting the
work done as expeditiously and inexpensively as the
individual eases warranted. It is, rather, a resume'
of oauses of inefficiency on the part of the engineer
1.
direatly in charge of field operations whlah more long-




EFFICIENT MANAGEMENT OF HIGHWAY PROJECTS
UNDER STATE ADMINISTRATION, FROM THE
POINT OF VIEW OF THE PROJECT OR
RESIDENT ENGINEER
Definition of Ef':f1e1ent Management
For the purpose o~ this thesis, Efficient
Management will be interpreted as the practice of
control with the tools, knowledge, personnel, and
time available whieh will give the greatest results
commensurate with the general purpose in view,
economy of operation, and incident considerations.
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Elements Involved in Highway Construction
Whioh Bear Directly on the Problem or
Project Management
The first consideration must be the organiza-
tion of the state force of engineers under whom and
with wh~m the project engineer must operate.
This is highly ~portant as without a thorough
knowledge o~ this organization and 1ts personnel the
project engineer will find himself as involved as a
mariner wi thout a compass or an aviator without an
alt~eter on a dark and stormy night.
Each move of the project or resident engineer
should be taken with t'ull consideration of the effect
upon the organization of which he is an integral part;
tor in this respect, he may be likened to avery small
wheel ~ a complicated piece of machinery that is more
easily replaced perhaps than the larger elements of
the machine but just as important1n the normal func-
tioning of the whole and liable to cause just as mueh
havoc U out of true alignment with other elements as
1s the largest and most expensive part.
Most state highway departments are rather
s~pl. ~ their form o~ orgaaizat1on and integrally
are designed to function smoothly and with precis1on.
3I append a diagrammatie summary or the highway organ1za~
t10n of Missouri, with which I am at present eonneeted,
as a more or less typical. example showing the eonalse
interlocking of bureaus and departments. The relation
of the project engineer to all elements 1s readily
traceable to all parts of this organization. (See
Exhibit No.1)
There are on this diagram only a few gaps that
should be bridged, and these will be discussed later as
their true relation appears.
It is evident that for aetual eGnstruct10n
purposes the project engineer is really the keystone.
Upon his ofrlee the entire structnre of funet10nal
eorreetness or the organization depends.
Second consideration mtlst be given, and that
immediately, to ,the contractor and his organization--
the force that will do the actual work of oonstruction
and will tu.lfl11 the centractfor the work 1D.volved,
over which the project engineer has eentrol within the
11l1litsof the 8J)ee1f'lcatioBs.
!he project engineer' pst at eftce, .pOll assign-
ment .to a pr."j.et~ eeaeera h1a8,lf with the. eentraet r .
or eontractors wltb·:,nem ~e· has tc. ciaal ud iaia aB.
4accurate knowledge of their reputation for good work in
the past on s1mil'ar projects, thedependabl11ty of the
personnel of the contractor's supervisory force, his
plan for progress on the present work, and his attitude
tOWard the engineering force; that is, whether he seems
inclined to eo8perate or 1se1th~r so cocksure or so
"bullheaded- that he prefers to foll.'ow his own lead
without advice or warning from the engineer.
The oontractor,t s supervisory stat'£' of the con..
tractor's force 1s perhaps the most important key to
this whole relationship.
A live, intelligent, and honest superintendent
on the job is perhaps the greatest assistanee a project
engineer is ever able to have. He insures his
employer"shonasty, dependability, and alertness; and
he promotes harmony, good workmanship, and steady pro-
gress among the f0remen and workmen on the job.
The presenee ot Bucha super1ntende,nt on a job
at once lifts a great load of responsibility from the
project engineer"s shoulders J and most contracts inelude,
under thespec1fieations, authority-for the-project
engineer to remo'v8 :from the work any superintendent who
-1s fot1lld Dot 'to POS~S_'~$ 'the ab'Gve qUa11.f1e8.t1en8~
5Here I quote from the general speeifications of
the Miss Ollr1 State Highway 'Connnlssion :ror an example of
this authoritY':
"Specification 1 ...4. Charaeter of Workmen and
Equipment. All sUbcontr-actors, superintendents,
foremen and workmen employed by the contractor
shall be eompetentand reliable. The Engineer
may demand the dismissal of any person employed
by the ~ontraetor in, about, or upon the work',
who :misconducts himself or 1s incompetent, or
negligent in the due and proper pertormaneeot
his duty. or who ~eglects or refuses to eanply
with the directions given; and such person
shall not be employed again .thereon without the
written eonsento~ the .gineer••••. "
Here,however~-enters a factor of efficiency-
gone astray for in many instanoes only for very gross
offense 1s the .project engineer permitted recourse to
so direct aet~on as to discharges. superintendent or
other -keymanttfrom the contractor's foree. H1~e~r
o.ff1c1als demand that the author1tT b·. d~l.gatea t"o them
or prefer that th8,:·C.Qnt:raetorbe p·ellalized QY ded.lle,tleD8
&ltti P4j·ee't10•• :. t._e~\_es ·.••'.l·tiBlauly 'Ill.tau,,) :t::e'r
6poor workmanship or for passing over progress demanded
by the contract.
This one feature perhaps is the eause for more
grief to project men than any other one matter. Often
it results in the necessity of following the work up
very closely on inspection whieh could be readily
omitted if' the project engineer were assured of backing
by his superiors when he Deede'~: to replace a man who
la.ckes ability or honest,.. An able snd honest super-
intendent enables a project engineer to devote himself
to activities and research' calculated to promote pro-
gress and a more acceptable jOb.
It may be, md it is argued, that 8. project or
resident engineer is o~ten so new to handling large
projects and men or supervisory ,caliber that he is
prone to let personal prejudice and lack or judgment
throw him o~f balance and to make hasty and often
unwarranted decisions in affairs of this kind. It
could, however, just as well be taken as a premise that
a project engineer who will make snap jttdgments 1.
error on such an important question or allow personal
feeling to enter into sach a pu.bl1c-busill.ess relation
has not the ab111tJ" ~.,qu181t.f.r hi,s task aa~7~ Sll01l1:d
7h~self be replaced by a more reliable man. I believe
that most project or resident engineers would welcome
such responsibility and would conduet their relations
with the contractor's men in a businesslike and judi-
cial manner caleulated to remove only such supervisory
employees as were actually a detriment to the contrac-
torts best interest and a menace to the taxpayers'
pocketbook. This, in turn, would force c'ontractors to
use more disoret1on in the hiring of superintendents
and foremen and would release the engineering forces
from petty bickering and close inspections not in
harmony with their own efficient functioning.
'~1s phase of inefficiency eould easily be
remedied by the s impleexpedient of putting the respon-
sibility o~ the strict en£orcement of the specification
on this point squarely up to the project engineer.
Unfortunately, this is more orten than not taken
somewhat out of his hands, and he is :faced with the
necessity of getting results by dint ofcons1derable
personal 8upepvis1on and tact which draw unneeessar11y
uponh1s energy and .time.
'fhe other :foreme. reI' the oontractor are a
minor oonsideration tor, tAe·~p:ro'je.t 8ngine,er oalJ"·1f
8supervised by a capable superintendent. In any case,
the project engineer should have a suffieient force of
inspectors to insure that the details of culvert con-
struction, bridge work, surfaeing operations, and minor'
detail work o~ all kinds are elosely watched and
controlled, both for the contractor's best interest and
that of the state.
Sk111ed and common-labor work on the job" ex--
eept wher~ the hours and wages involved are .subject to
state control through the speo1fi~at1ons, is primarily
the care and responsibility of the contractor and should
not be tampered with by either the engineers or
inspectors.
The contractor's supervisory foroe" however,
should be kept ~ormed or any infringement of 1he
specifications by their men and should be held ,strietly
accountable for suchlnfractions.
Where the hours and pay of labor ate eontrolled
by specification, sufficient time keeping and inspee~
tion sh·ould be arrorded to see that the labor·er does
.not overwork his time an.d 1s ·not mulclted out of any of
his pay by a greedy O~ careless' contractor•
.Atter 8:'e'ensld.rat1en ·of the highway dep,a,rtment,
9the contractorts force, and the particular piece of
work on hand, the project must be given full and close
attention by the engineer in charge.
It may involva any or all or the following, and
more, as features:
1. Grading p~oject, with or without culverts,
bridges, or surfacing
2. Bridge work, railroad underp,ass, railroad
overhead, Viaduct, or tunnel, with or without approaches
3. Surfacing projeet:
a. High "type: concrete, briok, aspha~t, or
maca.dam.
b. Low type: gravel, crushed stone, black top,
011, chat, or pea gravel, etc.
e. Various retreads: additional gravel, or
other loose" aggre~tes, with or without
admixes of petroleum or asphalt-base
material for binder, black-top retread,
surface coats of asph,altic materials, ete.
All of thea various types of project will, ot
eeUrse, haTe sundry ,s1d.e iSSU&8, 8uch'as right..o:r-way
m,ark1ng; s14e"dlt"eh tU-a1nage; property and s1de--road
appro.aches; chamnel changes; and, in ease of ...~orks 1n
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town, relation of the gradient to pUb11c~serv1ee pipe
lines, existing eurb and gutter, side streets and alleys,
approaohes to dwellings and business property, adjacent
storm-water and sewage disposal, telephone and telegraph
lines and eables I etc., ,etc., ad in:rinltum.
This brings us to mother consideration which :is
in some mea.sure adjusted for the engineer prior to the
contract for the job~-the public relations incident to
the work.
The right-of-way for the work, 1s generally
secured in advance of the contract, so that the engineer
1s under no necessity to consult the general pUblic as
to the location o~ the main features of' the w.ork.
He, however, 1s obliged in so:J!a.r as possible to
see that the work 1s arranged so as to interfere in the
least degree possible with pUblic travel;and ingress
and egress from adj acent properties and s ide roads. He
must con.sult with adjaeent-prope'rty owners as to
des1rab1e locations for new or changed entrances and
locate, on the ground, drainage and other features in
such a manner that adjacent-prop,arty owners will sus tain
no damage therefrom not covered by easement or r1ght..or..
way agreements •
11
In this, he must often be governed. by neces-
sity;. and, a.t other times, he w~ll have eonsidera.ble
choice which will tax his jUdgment and tact to the
limit in obtaining results commensurate with good engi-
neering practice and the vagaries or the desires of the
property owners.
I hava 80 l'ar enumerated only the ma.jor
considerations of the project engineer in planning the
manner of- managing a project prior to the aotual
beginning of' his task. Let us now see what he must do
to get the efficiency toward which he a.ims.
:The Project Engineer's Relations
With the state Organization
The young engineer is prone from the na.ture of
things to be quite critical; that is his business. It
is also his greatest stumbling block. He gets a habit
of criticizing things which concern him and drifts to
the error of believing that all things concern him.
I shall illustrate this by citing a youngengi..
near who had progressed to the point of being promoted
to supervise a group o~ designers on gasoline plant
units on the site where a gasoline plant was being
built. This group of designers would make the plans
for a pump house or a water tower or a pump manifold
and bluepr1nt the tracing, which they would hand out
the back door to the construction engineer. He would
immediately start erecting the unit.
Among the units was a coo11ng..tower basin of
reinforced concrete. This engineer had -carefully
supervised the plans for it and had carefully checked
the stresses.
When the eons-truet1on engineer received the
plans, there was no reinf'ore1,mg steel on hand, so he
conceived the idea -of 11s1ng te91 cable and somehow get
12
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the sanotion o~ the Chief Gasoline Plant Engineer.
The work started under the loud vocal dissent
of the young designing engineer and was complete~ under
his agonized protests • '!'he cooling tower was built on,
top of the tower. w:ater was pumped into the basin tor
testing. 'rhe basin eraeked in a hundred places and the
designing ,engineer was justlried.
Ue ,", ho"eve;r,' had made life so miserable over
t~e affalp for the 'construotion eng~eer ahdthe Chief
o~ the Gasoline Department t~at word went baek to the
main offiee that he, was tnterrering with, the construc-
tion department, and was a trouble maker., When the Chief
of the Gasoline Department asked, that another squad
boss replace him, he f'cund himself out of 8. jeb and his
effic1eney-..at"least so far as that-company was eonce~n­
ed..-as e. gasoline plant designer red~ced to absolute
zero.'
!'he moral of this tale may be pointed··~t as
,follows: 'fhe project engineer's: responsibility lies in
constructing the r~ad....n.t in lecs.,tion, "or 1.
pros'er1bed methode ,';, ,op 'in 8&t'1mat.-d CQsts, contracbal
price's f1x&d by the eoB1ss1on~ ,::~' ·ill design., Whatev,et-
er1i;1~e1811i8 be; may evolve; iii. ,hiB oft mind en s', OD
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p~1nts, be had better lay up to experience and wait,
until the responsibility is made his before he airs
them, especially before those to whom the crimes of
om~ss1on or commission may belong.
On many points the plans are liable to err:
quantities may have to be altered, locations may re..
quire change, additional engineering help over and
above that originally allotted to the project may be
r,equlred~ extra-transportation may be needed to expe-
d1te the engine ering work, or quick service by-the
mechan.1eal department may mean avoidance of qUite
disastrous delay in the project man's plans.
For ,this l'eason he shQlld have a working know-
ledge or the organization of whioh he is a pa~t and
must adjust himself to an amieable and reasonable
relation with those upon whom he musteall in ease of
need to increase his own efficiency and to expedite
his work•.
The ideal' situation is ene in which the project
engineer 1s pers·onally familiar with the ;field. men of
all departm,nts, at least~ that ,t.;Guehel1.: or are liable
to touch l1poJ). hi·s ewn .,~r~; and he sh.-ld $,vaU h1m;selt
or ev'ery opp.rtun1ty .t,8: "ake the·lr.:,_. aequ~1ntanee ud ,to
o •
make himself agreeable to t.e1r pecuiiar- personalities.
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He must avotd, above all thing's., givingeause for perso-
nal prejudice which might cause his requests and needs
to be held up.
He cannot, o:f course, avoid some clash o:f
personalities, but he should see that these are not
aggravated by petty interdepa.rtmental disputes.
Among others whom he must strtlve to please are
the officials of the construction department directly
charged wi th the supervision of his work. As a rule,
these men will betbe better pleased and the'more amen-
able to requests the rewer complaints they are required
to make as to the progress or the work. That 1s their
main business; and, if the project engineer ean lighten
their load. they-are that much more inel1ne,d to' mak'e
favorable reports and to give him more help QR re~uest.
The equ1pmentbureau may also be Q' helping hand
or a dead load 1n almost direct proport1~n as the pro~
jeet engineer is in good standing with the' pers9nnel.
He may receive his materials and equipment as be re~
quests, or h,e may have'ibm doled ut at the hand of a
tight-fisted disbursing e'lepk,aJ.most, 1ft perfect ,ace,ora.
with his personal re1atioDS to that part1c,ular' clerk.
He may get prompt r:epa,1rs and rep1aeements on
16
his motor equipment or he may wait in the office for an
unconscionable t~e for a mechanic to repair his cracked
"S1zz1e" almost to a "'1'". with the chief' mechanic's
attitude toward the engineer.
All of: these people are quite human, and there
is nothing to whieh human nature responds so' readily as
to a quick understanding or its own problems. On this
the project engineer must depend if he is to have quick
and ready help in maintaining his own efficiency.
The general inspectors, who act as liaison
ofrieers between the main office and the work of the
field men, may also be v~ry valuable to the project
engineer. He should not hesitate to make their acquain-
t&nce ~d to interest them in his particular situation,
if possible. He may reel free t'o acquaint them with
any or all of' his troubles, but he must be care.fu1 to do
so not in an attitude of carping critioism of his direot
superiors or ooworkers but, r~ther, as mutual problems
to be solved t~gether and in wh1eh solution the project
e~1neer pledges his co~peration.
In ~aet 'mutual eo8peration shou.14 be the watch..
word of the projeet engin.eer. He will find it more
often th,an DG,t the·~~'n S'esame- of his desires. This
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is equally true in regard to the men directly under his
supervision.
The project engineer will find that he is placed
in the position or timekeeper, instructor, jUdge, jUdge
advocate, friend, and confida~t of his force of assis-
tants. He needs their co8peration to erficiently
organize his work. ITo obtain this, he must co8perate
with them in every way. He should know or learn their
11~tat1ons and their excellences and profit by the
knowledge of both.
The Project .Engineer's Relat~ons
With the Contractor
As has been said previously, the project engineer
may be greatly hindered by the presence on the job of a
poor contractor's superintendent. As the contractor
o£ten acts as his own superintendent, the project engi-
neer must at times aecept the situation produced by a
contractor who is ~ poor superintendent as one of his
responsibilities and be able to cope with this situation,
which is beyond his power to altar.
In 'accepting this task, he may be guided by the
underly~g principle that contractors are, like every
one else, merely human beings whom a certain approach
will usually make amenable to reason; and he must study
the efficacy of all methods of approach if the eontrae~
tor 1s to be induced to eo8perat'8.with the engineer.
If a proper avenue of approach cannot be round,
the eontr$.otor and the project eng1n~er may come to
such loggerheads that the friction engendered may
reduce the engineer's efr1ciency to the diminishing
point; and it might become problematic as to whe\:her
the work would not be better done wlthOllt his services.
This, 18 an • xtr••ely rare s tate or affairs.
18
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Most contractors are willing enough to submit to the
engineer on points involving procedure and pUb11ceon-
ven1enee and the functioning of the project engineer's
party, when the cost 1s not unreasonable.
~e project engineer must co8perate to gain
eo8perat1on, and he must use eonsiderable jUdgment as
to the relation: of his own and the publicts convenience
and the contraetor's purse strings. There is very
often a compromise necessary so that the public may be
served and the contractor may Dot be too severely
burdened, or so that the plans or progress from the
engineer's point o~ view do not cause the contractor
eXpensive delays.
'rhe project engineer 1s primarily obligated to
the following 1 tams: staking out the job as a guide to
the contractor's work,· supervising the contractor t s
work so that the state reeeiY8S what the contractor has
agreed to prov1de~ and preserving the pUblic convenience
in the greatest degree OOJml.8llsurate with the completion
or the work.
Oftea there 1s considerable conflict between·
these three objects •. 'l'b.e· time element al.ae w11..1 prevent
tke eag1neer fro. \mip." , v. j) " d. time to.Sat· .hi•.stakes'.
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Cond1tionsof roads and weather often upset the contrae-
tor's best laid plans; and he is forced to call upon the
engineer tor serv.lee entirely unexpected~ which may
completely des troy the eng.1neer t s own program for
staking, supervision, and inspection.
A1most any cause at all 1s sufficient for a
oomplaint from the tra.e11ng public or the adjacent..
property owners that wi11 necessitate a reversal of plans
of both, or either, the engineer and contractor.
Keeping all o~ this in mind, the project eng1.-
neer must gain co8peration from the contractor or his
days of efficiency are numbered.
He must keep informed constantly, with the
contractor, either by personal interview or through his
inspectors and by observation.
He must stand ready to give the contractor
stakes and measurements at all times as required so as
to facilitate the contractor's progress, and he must be
ready at alI' ·times to provide sufficient inspection to
assure proper results.
He must be constantly on the alert to see that
the convenience of the pUblic 1s not imposed upon by
the contractor and that the· trav.1·1ng public has as

The Project Engineer's Relations
With the General Pub11c
This sUbject may be summed up in two words--
common sense and tact. The general pUblic trades upon
the fact that the project engineer is a public servant
and is in direct charge of spending publie moneys.
Demands are made, for this and that variation
from the plans to suit the taste only or the individual
dem~ng, often to the distinct detr~ent of all
involved engineering principles and quite as often
oertain to damage instead of bene:fit the person.making
the demand.
I might 01te an incident ora £armer who
demanded that I change the location of a farm entrance
from the end of a eut, where he had a level drive to
his gate, to a fence corner where a twelve-foot cut
would have been necessary. ''!'his change would neces-
sarily have caused an extra amoant of excavation of
about three hundred cubic yards of clay, a deep jog in
his fence, and a complete b11nd spot for the driver
trying to negotiate the road from the gate on a· compara~
t1vely steep grade. WO end was to be served except
that the drive was plaeea en a straight line with the
23
door or his barn. The drive was finally located at the
end of the cut, and the farmer has since expressed to
me considerable satisfaetion that he has an easily
negotiated, drive; but, at the time, it took all the tact
and argument at my eonnnand to convince him that this
was the better location.
Had,I been unsuccessful in convincing this man,
it may easily be seen th~t he could have made me con-
siderable trouble, e.g., called in higher offieials or
exerted undue politieal influence; and, perhaps, he
could have forced through a change of grade, an
unnecessary amount o.f excavation, and landed tor him-
self a dangerous and undesirable ~ntranee, all because
he was part of the pUblic whose money was being spent
and, therefore, part of it should be spent according to
his whim 8lldpoor jUdgment.
There is only one of two recourses for the pro-
ject engineer in such a 81tuation. H"e must a1ther
settle the matter to the satisfaction of all concerned,
or he ~t ·pass the buck- to his superiors, who are
not qui te so aec,es$l'ble to the private op1n1olls of the
pUblic but who de n0trelish the h8.1ld11ng of such
matters which ar'e be'Rea..th their province. '!'he project
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engineer will do well to make every effort to carry this
burden on his own shoulders and should be equipped with
the personality and knowledge to, impress the pUblic w11b
confidence or he will find on the road toward efficient
management that his handicap is very heavy to carry.
How the'Project Engineer Proceeds to
Meet the Requirements of His Office
Having given so much consideration to the project
engineer t s obligations, let us' make some inquiry as to
how he attemp'bs i'rto ,Nlfill' them in an efficient manner.
The procedure is never the same, which is
probably the reason that project engineer! continua.lly
look :rorward from grief ridden job to grief ridden job
instead of beooming mechanics with better pay and less
wor.ry.
'The 'project engineer will first be notified of
the nature, location, and scope of the work by his
headquarter's office, which 1s usually designated as
the division or distr1et orriee.
He will be given a set, or sets of plans, a set
o~ spec1fications, and whatever transportation is
necessary te take h~ to the job; and he will be told
to establish himself on the work at a certain date.
'!he date is a very important item.. It it 1s
delayed until the day on whieh the contractor arrives,
the engineer's e:r:rle1ency may be eonsldere,d as about
50 per cent during the early stages of construction.
Over this, however, he has little or no control.
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He then pro,ceeds to collect his equipment, which
may include a ear, transit and level, a planimeter, any
drafting tools that he may possessor the department may
=rurn1sh, fieldn0"\ie books, level rods, l1ne,~ods, chains,
tapes, and keel, and office supplies such as paper,
envelopes, pads of report blankS, ink, ete.
In another plaee I'have appended sample copies
of a set of 'reports required by the Missouri State
Highway Department which will give a. pa.rtial idea of.
the amount of paraphernalia the pr-ojeet engineer must
collect along this line.
He must see also that he is equipped with any
materials testing equipment needed and transport· them
to his new loeation.
'!'he loeation is very important and must be given
c,ons 1derable study. It should be in a town elose to one
end, at least, of the project and, if' poss~ble,su1table
as living quarters for the members of the engineering
party and their families., if" any. It should have' more
or less direct eommunication by mail ,and telephone with
the d1vlsionor district "e£~1ee and. should b'e, ifpo,s-
sible. the,pQi~~ OJ' at 1east near the point-where the
eOJltraete'r 'willmalte ,h,l,s' he.dqu1,lrtel's.
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In addition, there must be an of.fice available
where drafting tables may be set up, also a desk tor
general orfiee work, and where there is plenty of light
As a rule, the first eoncern or the engineer
w111 be to locate and secure such an offioe and to dis-
pose and arrange his equipment therein.
Some states are quite liberal in allowance for
offioe rental while others are quite niggardly in the
maximum allowed for this purpose. In the latter ease,
in large towns, the project engineer is faeed by the
alternat1ve of using an inadequate o~f1ce which he can
rent or of securing one adapted to his needs and
digging into his own pocket for the difference between
the maximum allowance and the rental asked. From the
point of efficieney, the latter is the better course.
From the poin.t of jus tiee, the former is the more
eorrect but less eomfortable. The engineer must, then,
inquire o~ himself whether dollars spent on the pUblle t s
busirtess is required of him in the interest of
efficiency_ There ~re ways ,of getting around. this
stulIibllng b.~oek threughcoll1181oD 1th the contra,eter•
.but they are. unethical and may lead to very slack eOD-
tpol over the· 6on-pract.~tswopk, th,.reb,. B.ullit,.1ng ..,.
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gain of effic1eney.from this source.
Garage space for the ear or cars us·ad in
transportation must be arranged and can usually be had
at a figure within the allowance; but diff10ulty is
sometimes met in small towns in finding a garage that
is open at all of the hours the cars may be needed.
'!'his may be provided for by arranging for a key, though
some garagemen prefer not to give aecess to their place
of business 'out or their own hours. When this cannot
be arranged, those using the ears must hunt up the
ge.rageman and h'ave him unlock the place for them.
~e engineer, having thus arranged for an office
and garage and, perhaps,- made arrang'.ments for liVing
quarters1n spare minutes ~ 1,61, next 1nteres ted in. the
jOb itself and in the eontraetor's plans.
If the oontractor does not plan to work imme-
diately, the engineer may so·dispose his force as to
run considerable eenterliJl8 and stake out the right-of-
way adjacent, rtm. a set or leYels over the benches, and
perhaps get considerable' work dOlle, ,staking drainage
struotures and .slope st~es 1a the interim. As he
stakes out the rj.gb.t or way, he or course checks up on
. the clearing and grubb,iag iavolved"DGt.1f'1es p·ower aad
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telephone companies to move their lines to designated
positions at the edge of the right-or-way, and notifies
the adjacent-property owners to remove their fences and
buildings.
I'r the contractor is ready to go to work imme-
diately, the project engineer must come to some agreemEll t
at once with the contractor as to just where work is to
commence and then do all he ean, as quickly as his force
of ·assistants permits, to clear and stake a streteh
SUfficiently large £or the eontraetor to make the best
use of his equipment.
On this seore, wh11e most state spee1fi'eations
demand that the contractor begin work wi thin two weeks·
after the eontr'aet is awarded, they might just as well
and quite as justly be made to include 'aprov1sion that
no work commence u:nti1 the engineer has been given an
opportunity to·spe~d a week at least on the job, making
his preparations. A requ.1remen.·t that the contractor
submit a tentative schedule of operations at least a
week prior to moving on the job would a:tsG 'be or great
value to the engineering party,' where the· job 1s of
considerable- length.
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The engineering party being located and the con-
I tractor's tenta,t1ve program understoo,d, let us take up
a hypothetical seetion and study the dispositions the
project engineer may make to promote progress in all
departments of the work.
We shall assume that this projeet 1s approxi-
mately twelve miles long, about half along an old road
and half on relocat1on,.and that it contains the
following 1tams: , grading entirely balanced wi th some
haul slightly in excess of free haUl; two large culverts
of reinforced aoncrete; seventy-five x-road pipe
culverts with concrete headwalls; one bridge of three
forty~f1ve foot deek girder spans ha~ing piling in the
footings, reinforced concrete pie,re, abutments, floor,
hUbguards, rails, and steel I-beam stringers; the sur-
face to be gravel at twenty cubic yards per station on
the surface and windrow and two hundred cubic yardsJ
per mile in stock piles. ·In addition, th.~e are some
fifteen hundred linear .feet ,or p1pe culverts tor
entrances, ditch checks ~Gr, e~eesslve grades at the
:rate of abou.t ten t.e them11e, and a small a:mount of
r1prapat the brldg,e. Each of' the large cttlverts and
the bridge 81te eall fop an.r't flhanael"changes· 'inv ' .,~lag
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yardage to be used ·ia the fills.
Let us assume that the excavation involved will
average one hundred cUbic yards unclassified earth per
.station, tha.t th~ .unloading point of the gravel is about
the middle of the job at a small siding handling about
ten ears per day, and that the project is divided for
the sake of convenience ~ bidding and accounting into
three sections of :rour miles eaeh.
~e engineering offiee 1s in a town one mile
from the south end of this twelve mile north-to-south
project, and the bridge is on about the center of the
north seetion--eleven miles from the project offiee.
We may also assume that the contractor is re-
quired toma1ntain the road passable for local traffic
wh1eh 1s fairly heavy..-appre'ximately thirty ears per
hour.
We snaIl assume also that the project engineer
arrives on the job en March 20 and the contractor
starts moving in his equipment on March 25, workin,g
without notice to proceed" and at his own risk until
April 1, and that the completion d,ate 1s set at
,September SO '.
. lfh,1a eovers· the' ess'entla1s ef a ceu.dit10nthat
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may normally confront a" project engineer ona grading
and surfacing job in many states, and it will give us
an opportunity to study conditions as they actually
e~st in many instances.
-The engineer has, 'perhaps, advance intorm.ation
that the contractor expects to start grading operations
on the south end of the jab and that a subcontractor1s
going to eonstruet the bridge and eonerete eulverts and
will probably move in his equipment in an undetermined
·short time.-
He studies the layout--rides over the route and
plans his work.
He concludes, and rightly, tha.t the short CODl-
pletion date w111 req~re the eGntraetor to put at
least two elevat1nggradlng crews on the jeb; from the-
yardage 1nvolved, that a shovel would probably-be an
uneconomieal addition for the contractor; and that~
from the location of the unloading point, the twe> grad- .
ing crews will ~robabl,. start at opposite ends- of the
job.
His next cons1derat1•• ~8 hit OWB.toro'eofen- '
gineer'1ng·asslstaats. .So far', he ma:y bave ,,1tb. 'h1m8D. .
1as"6r18eat ..JUU1. and tw,. redJl.a of v'ary1ng degrees o-r
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experience.
He feels that this will be inadequate and
cheeks up on his needs.
A survey party is desirable at both ends of the
job at once. A bridge inspector will be required when
the bridge crew moves in. A culvert inspector for the
conerete culverts may be needed; and the pipe-culvert
crew may reqa1re considerable supervision, at least at
first. Later, of course, a gravel inspector will be
neeessary to cheek truek loads and to keep a record of
the gravel received.
He considers the transportation involved. and is
reminded that one project car is allowed and no more.
He must distribute his force with one car, or they- must
arrange their own transportation. He conclUdes that the
latter 1s the only method for his bridge inspector. It·
can be arranged for the culvert inspector to ride from
headquarters on the contractor's truck. For himself and
the survey party, ther,e is no recoa.rse but to crowd into
the one ear with the instruments ~ plans, stakes# and
tripods. !h'e 1111e r,ods and level rod are bung on the
outsldeof the ear. The level rod is enoased 1D an old
t1re tulte,.
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Limited to one survey party by the parsimony of
the Bureau of E~1pment, it 'is very ~portant that this
party start at the right place immediately.
Weather is always an uncertain element, but the
project engineer decides on taking a chance on reaching
the northern end of the job when required and to eon·-
centrate on the south end. To this end, he sends out
his instrument man and rodman to begin there: running
the center line, staking the right-of way and length of
culverts, checking clearing ~dgrubbing, and tying in
transit points as they go. In the meantime, he will be
arranging the records, preparing cross section books,
culvert staking books, and bridge surTey books, and
checking over the plans for his own information and the
diseovery of mistakes.
The preparation of field' books will take two
days in order to get them in shape for. a beginning;
and, then, theprojeet engineer will be able to turn
the pa.rty loose on cross sections and level work. He
will, then arrange to run check levels, e'ross seetions,
set culvert stakes, and to slope stake as much ground
as ·possible prior to the arr1yal or the first grading
and o~vert force.
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For this work he may divide the party at first,
sending the instrument man with the level and a rodman
to run cheek levels while he with the transit and the
other rodman stake of:f the culvert lengths and stake out
for cross sectioning any entrances or side roads that
involve an appreciable amount of' yardage. When these
operations are done--ineluding the transfer of any
benches likely to be destroyed in eonstruction--the
four men may be combined into one party and the work of
cross sectioning and slope staking begun.
'l'.b.is may proceed in one of two ways a (1) the
eross sections may be taken rlrst, all culverts being
graded during this process; or (2) the cross sections
may be taken a turn at a time, the slope stakes being
then set from the same set ups.
The former method has one advantage in that the
fourth man may be om1ttedfrom the party during cross
sectioning; the duties of note keeper are then perform-
ed by the instrument man. But 8. fourth man is almos t
indispens1ble in setting ,slope stakes, wDi·thg, and dr1v-
~ng\·'·.... ::· t21f) stakes, as much .valuable time is lost bY'
either the cha1mnan .or the. ro·QQXl .in exchanging his
duties at each st.ake ,pe.1n.t for that ·ofstakeman•.
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When pressed ror time then, I have found the
greatest efficiency to be gained by using the fourth
man to distribute and mark sta.tions on stakes, cluring
cross sectioning, and as stakeman, while setting slope
stakes. I, also, have found in rolling or hilly
coun try which requires numerous set ups that much time
is' saved by setting the slope stakes and culvert grade
stakes from the same set ups as are used for cross
sect1oning--me'rely transferring the level notes :from
the eross~seet1on book to the slope-stake and culvert
note books.
I might mention that I have found it much more
convenient f'rom the poiilt. of space' and "usability- to
carry slope stakes in a separa.te book from the cross-
section book. :Many notes on special features, i.e.,
the elevations o~ roadway, ditches, berms, and slopes,
can thus be.. 1neorporated in the slope-stake book prior
to use in the :field without dang·er of crowding or eon.:
fusion of the eross-serction notts.
Oulvert notes should be earried ~paz- .. ely, "of
course," for eonven1ence' 1;n 1ndex1ng~ and che'ek~ end fer
use in the f1eld whenthiYotheIt boo ks are not available •
. ·I't will be noted that IdlU'ing this time., as in
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fact will be the case probably during the remainder of
the jOb, only pressing matters are on the program. The
project engineer during this period will spend all
available time pushing field work; and he will sandwieh
in such routine matters as weekly reports, correspondence,
and check of plans, doing all that is possible to com-
plete the preliminary field work ahead of the contractor's
arrival.
This may occur at any time; and the contractor
may move in praetically simultaneously two complete
elevating-grader outfits and a bridge force. This will
demand that the north end of' the project be prepared
~ediately for his forces and that the' bridge site be
staked out" and:" cross > ,sectioned ~d enough of the roadway
adjacent be eross sectioned that the original grQund is
not made inaccessible by bridge operations.
The primary need here is met by application to
the division ord1str1et en.gineer for a bridge inspect..
and a culvert inspector, as it w111 be seen at once that
the present .force 1s1nsuffleient to care for duties
additional te the survey work•
. A g"eneral' supervision "ef the wGrk on the south
end or tll. J)'rojeet may 'bet"carried on .a the party
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passes to ~d fro, but close inspection is impossible.
The addition of a culvert inspector at this time 1s a
vital matter. The bridge inspector may not be needed
for a few days, but he should be on the ground to make
his own study of the plans, site, and contractor's
:force and equipment and to familiarize himselfw1th the
stak~g layout. As transportation is so limited, it
will be a goo'd plan i~ the bridge inspector can estab-
lish himsel.f at a nearby farm house or make arrange-
ments to ride to and from the job on the bridge
foreman's'truck.
In addition to th~ diary of the pr·oject engineer,
it will be well and sometimes necessary-tor him to
require the culvert and bridge inspectoIS to keep com-
plete diaries and records of their work and o~ the con-
tractor's work that 1s under their supervision. They
should also be required from day to day to keep the
projeot engineer closely informed as to the contractor's
activities and plans so that the'work of' the survey
party may- b;e co8rdinat,edwiththat of, eonstruetlon.
A, program fGrthe slU'Vey party-is now outlined
which .Ul cover the·' preliminary work ,on the north end
aad at' the .bricig·e.' site.•' -beh tlle same c·oursew,·1l1 ,be"~ -
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followed here, with the addition that in going to and
coming from the north end the party will daily perform
such work at the bridge site' as is neoessary to keep
the contractor's force bUSy. It will prove a great
help, if the bridge inspector 1s capable and if they
are available, to leave a transit in good adjustment
and a level rod at the bridge site where they can be
used to cheek the excavation, as it proceeds, and the
lines of piling and of forms and to set elevation,nails,
for pouring concrete, and bridge seats.
As the work proceeds, it will be necessary, of
course, to extend the survey work on the south as well
as on the north end of the job, and it will be found tha t
considerable planning with the ,contractor's superinten-
dant and foremen on the different phases of the work'
w1ll be necessary to assure that at no point· is the con-
tractor's force delayed on account of 1aak 'of stakes or
ins'pe c t1on.
The general set up would suggest that much time,
will be saved if the survey party can work a day at a
t~e in one IG$ation and that travel over the rest of
t,he work by .e project engineer for inspection and
supervision be made walle the party 1s busily 8Dgaced
in onelocatiea. !!b,l's., llowe,'Ver, Jla7 uot saffle. te
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antieipate the contractor's needs .. and the engineer
must be on the alert to solve his problem here as else-
where. He will be helped in this by the tact that he
is daily passing over the entire work and 1s at no time
out of touch with the situation at any point.
As the rough grading progresses, the job
beeomes still more complicated. The matters Qr entran- .
cas, outlet ditches for eulverts, side-road approaches,
ditch cheeks. and such, minor points of eonstruction
arise fer" attention.
Where excavation of any great quantity at 8.
given PQint en this side work is involved, it should b'8
eross sectioned and staked along with the main roadway
and at practically th,e same time. But for small
quantities, this maybe left until the rough grading on
a mile or so o-r main roadway 1-8 practically complete.
Inf'aet, where the quantities involved in entrances
ba.lance or nearly balanoe cut andf111,1tis well to
wait until the ,final blading o~ the ditches so as not
torequ1re the blade to be lifted over the entrance
and ,also to obviate exo,es's1've hend excavation ,for the
entrance pipes', --it they- are~e'quU-ed~,.'
, ."If' t'in1ah g~ad8~, s~elte"s.....o~de.I'·.st-ak«8~-",'.t.
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be set, the contractor may elect to hold orf on some of
th~s work until these stakes are graded so as to avoid
a double haul by :fresno or slip ~ This may be allowed
if in so doing an adjacent-property owner is not cut
of£ from access to the road. Otherwise, a temporary
approach o~ some sort must be provided.
Dlteh check's and riprap or revetment should not
be placed prior to the setting of the finish grade
stakes or uritil a check has been made to determine tha.t
all dirt in the balance involved is in place. They may,
otherwise, interfere with final shaping of the roadbed.
But, they shQlld be placed 1f' possible prior to surfac-
ing as shonld also eross~road pipe headwalls, in order
to prevent eomp11eat1ons fram arising in disposing. of
the small am~ts of waste always involved.
With these features completed or underway, the
contractor will be ready and anxious tor finish grade
stakes so that he can prepare the roadway for surfac-
ing.. ~1s :flnalstage may be reached 80 early on part
or the work, when in the hands of a capable sllperinten-
dent, that a projeet engi:nee'r may man.,. times be
required to u.se 81s surv.,. per.t,. en· suoh1tells as the
.followiDg ..11 in any ea.' aayt 'survey c,.nter lm~ aad
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stake right-or~way, stake two or three culverts, cross
section and slope stake one or more balances. stake out
a pier for the bridge, stake two or three entranees,
and set finish grade s takes on a thousand or fifteen
hundred teet of road. Alternating with some of these
items, he might find it necessary to stake a string of
five or ten ditch cheeks, to stake out r1prap on a
bridge end, or to check clearing and grubbing quantities
on a quarter mile of road.
As soon as the contractor has eomp~eted grading
on a mile or so o:r road, he will want to commence sur-
faeing operations; and, in this particular instance, he
may want to commence at both ends of the road s imul-
taneously, provided enough trucks are available or his
unloading plant will handle such a situation. This,
however, may not be very practicable; and he will more
than likely plan to alternate on the two ends of the
road, hauling each day to the end having the most grade
prepared or, perhaps, haUling to thesur:faee on one end
and stockpiling on the other. His plans must be met by
providing a gravel inspector. or in rare cases two
gravel inspectors I fte will measure up the trucks
hauling, g1Y8 out, tiekets fer the amount hauled, and
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keep traok of the material reeeived.
Unless held up by unprepared sUbgrade or weather,
this gravel surface goes right along, and the gravel
inspector is a very bUSy man ~or quite long hours each
day. He may require considerable help :rrom the project
man in checking materials received or in checking his
ticket stubs; and, of" course in ease of sickness or
accident, he may have to be relieved at any moment, as
ma.y any member of the engineering party.
Field Party Organization
It will be seen that with all phases of the
work going at one and the same time on such a project,
the engineering force as I have outlined it is really
only a skeleton erew, barely-able to hold its own
against the calls made upon it.
We have for a job estimated to eost somewhere
close to $100,000- at present day prices an engineering
force composed as follows and paid correspondingly
present day salaries.
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Thus, for a job of construction which is e8.1cu~
lated to show a monthly estimate of $20,000, the
eng'1neer1ng personnel on the field 1s covered by
salaries arid transp.ortat1on cos t of $5397. Stamps,
stationery, note books, and other supplies will run
the cost higher, but as they will eons1tute a more or
less fixed cost they need not be .consid.ered here. The
above cost, we sWan divide by 'r'~ve, or the number of
months that the contractor works; and we .find tha.t it.
constitutes 1J-079. per month or approximately 5.397 per
cent of the contract cost.
It can be shown, I believe, that this .1s an
unneoessary curtailment of expense ~on suoh a job
especially when one considers that a concrete paving
job of .the same length can be carried on with about the
same foroe while the percentage of engineering to the
whole job will run about 2 per cent.
I ~hal1 go a little deeper into this SUbject by
saying that a jOb of this sort shou.ld, ,especially in
the early stages, be furn1she·d w1th a mueh larger force
and. that the efficiency of suob. provision would be
readi17 noticeable 1Jl tbe saving t,o th~8tatethrough
better attention to detal1and saving t'o the cODtr'Qct,or
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through better co~peration between the engineering party
and his force.
I outline below an organization Which I eon-
sider eminently more'ef'f1e1ent than that I have just
111u8 trated.
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This would give a total eost of $8457 .50, or an
average cost for the life o~ the contract of $1691.50
per month, approximately 8.46 per e~nt, or a total
excess cost Of' $3060.50 for the whole job, or 3.06 per
cent more for this excellent force.
Let us see where the gain would be.
r have shown the situation' a.t the beginning of
such a job in sufficient detail that the reader has
probably v1sua11zedthe chaotic state of affairs over
which the projeet engineer 1s forced to assume eontrol
when provided with a skeleton organization. The main
neeesslty at the start is speed-..speed in staking out
the r1ght-o:r-way, for the benefit of adjacent-property
owners and of telephone and telegraph companies, and in
removing all obstructions from the contractor's way.
Speed is also a prime necessity in checking the
clearing and grUbbing, for which the contraetor is to be
paid., which cannot be eheekedaf'ter1t is done, end at
which he is under the necessity of starting immediately
in order to prepare the ground for his machinery.
Speed is also of" Tary- first importance in taking
o:r1g1nal eross sec.tIona and in 'getting slepestakes and
eulTer~stak,eB into the &%,OUDd S'O Q's'J·'to preve:n\; ~d.l,aY1J8
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the contractor's culvert operations and grading force.
It 1s only when these needs are met that the
project engineer has the opportunity to oarefully go
over all drainage areas with a view to determining a
possible saving 0Y reducing size, and thereby the eost,
of drainage structures. This mu.st be done~ if at all,
enough in advance to permit tb9 contractor economically
to revise his orders or material.
The project engineer nee&J'time also care .. ··
fully to rebalance all of the quantities involved and
to determine whether or not the cross seotions on the
plans represent the am~ts to be encountered and, if
not, to relay grades or revise ditehes and borrow
pits before construction begins. If the time allotted
does not peI'mit this, he must rely on rule of thumb
methods of correction as he proceeds with his field
work, which often result in costly overruns and waste
or eostlydelay to the contractor far which 'the state
will 8Tentual1y pay in claims.
Oversight in design may cause more grief' and
cost to the eontractor than the items 1nvolYed would
ind1cateJ and.the project engineer has small chanee of
ehecktag Qtfltems andmAkiag revisiens before they
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become acute and unexpeoted problems if' he is tied to
detail work behind a transit or level.
With these considerations in mind, I would
recommend a SUfficiently large field party in the early
stages of' construction, and one so organized that the
project man would be tree to perform the duties of a
supervising and not a working engineer, and that enough
transportation be furnished so that the projeet engineer
and his parties could be mobile at all t1mes--free to
come and go as the pressure demands ....and eould suit
their activities to the needs of the job and not be
forced to delay or overlook any phase of the work be..
cause of the time element.
In the matter Qr off'iee routine, I wpuld reeom-
mend that the project engineer be given more freedom.
Such work as plotting eross sections, ehecking level
data, and drafting sketches and plans are all ver'Y
necessary, as are most of the records involved; but
they can be done as 'welll under the sl1pervi'sion of the
project engineer by less responsible and less expensiT8
men. The project engineer would thus be left free,to
purs,u.e .the work his tltle..- tf·Pr,ejeot Engineer- or "Eng1-
,
near in ,eharge of the ,n· j.e1;~"~'-1J~d se.. to '11l41cea~e,
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instead of being general factotum with the responsi-
bility and title thrown in.
Here I venture a statement which I believe
would be borne out by a 8 tUdy of the .files of any given
highway department. These 1'iles include a staggering
array of eostlyelalms for extra payment to contrao-
tors, allowed or disallowed by the department or the
oourts. In n1neeases out of ten, these elalms would
never have arisen or would have been decimated had the
project engineer been given the time to thoroughly
1nv8st1gatecondit1ons incident thereto. dUring the
early s tag-es or eons tructlon.
By removing this cost, the effieiency of the
project or resident engineer would ha.ve served the
state many times better than any parsimony that
contends for the reduotien of the engineeringforee•
.In our ~esent example, the $3060.50 may be
spent several times over in p'ayments for excavation
wasted, oversized e'l11Terts, backfill, overhaul, and
valueless structures plaeed according t. plans but not
in aceor'dan,c~ wi-th the- engine.ring principles whieh the
project· man has Dot the timet.· exercise •
. He:r8rr·hlg -b-a.,c1f·,;,,~;·,:.\tr fl-1iLalty·elassifiA'at,leu
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of projects, it w111 be easy to see what changes in per-
sonnel would be permiss1b'le on a grading job if the
culverts and bridges were emitted or if there were no
surfacing 1n~olved. 'fllese variations are so o,bvions
that we need not take them up in detail but only note
that, beside obviating the need for inspectors for
these works l the field party's work 1s considerably re-
duced, records are much simplified, and the project
engineer is able to assist more with the r1eld work
,
while keep~g in closer touch with all phases of the
contractor's operations.
Where no surfacing is involved, the work is
simplified still further; since, as no regulation of
haul is involved, the eontraetor may be able to more
thoroughly concentrate his forces. He may possibly
be able to prooeed direotly from one end of the project
to the other, thus requiring no split in the engineer-
ing party in order to keep 'ahead of his operations.
On a job where eonerete or other high-type
pavement is involved, the engineering party will be
varied considerably; but the ~n8.ture of the werk and the
eng:1neering deta.11s involved wil'! not be as compI'1eated.
Unless the paving is ·..l114e<l a,8 a pa41. 'P~ ,jee, '~ ·-the
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project will usually involve, in addition to the field
party, a paving inspeetor who will have direct over-.
sight o:f sUbgrade work, operations at the mixer, end
the finishing operations; 8. plant inspector to keep
track of all materials received and used on the job and
to govern the proportioning plant eperat1ons; and some
office assistant to. help the project engineer in
plotting preoonstruet1on orGSS sections and in laying
the grade or the paving.
This latter operation, while qn1te desirable on
grading projects, 1s an absolute necessity on paying
work in which the settling of fills, sloughing of back
slopes, filling or eutt1ng of ditches, and general SUb-
sidence of the graded earthwork will necessitate very
elos.e attention in placing the pavement to a grade so
that waste, overhaul, and delay in operation of the
mixer will be reduced to a minimum.
When paving is to follow grading the engineer-
ing directly cOnnected with the paving operations, as
noted above, will of course be additional to that in-
volved in grading; blltz it will not be great17 in excess
of 8. gravel surfaciDg job. There will also be the
advantage that the' 0"011 ra~tor- ....111 have 1l~l1al17 ODly
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one paver, or tandem pavers, who, 'in',all :11kel1hood, will
operate con:tlnuously from one end to the other of the
project.
Brick, asphalt, or macadam surfacing when laid
to a carefu11y adjusted grade will present much the
same problems as eonerete. '!'he only exception will be
in the inspection of materials and workmanshi.,.
Low type surfaces require less attention only in
the matter of grade laying. '!'he subgrade, as ta com-
paotion.,· 8.' 'fiaae.8,· and materials, require e~ose atten-
tion and should have competent inap'aotors in eharge.
Retreads or various types are usually the con~
cern o:f the maintenanee engineers, but -they may sometimes
fall under the jurisdiction of the construction depart..
ment. I:r they do, the project engineer will find
himself responsible for' repairing such portions of the
old payement as are not fit to be covered with retread
material and tor the inspection or materials and
'Workmanship during resurfacing.
Oa all types c,f pavem.ent, he will need sU:ffic18ilt·
:fG>rc'6 to trace ,thea11gnment, to mark sta't1ons. and to .
take suf:flelcen't cress seet1onsto, cover any excavations.
~elte ha,s 'r.c••ti,. ~ome ht,o·~b~·ing (3 SOJ;ll6
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sta.tes a type of road which from the nature of the work
involved usually requires a very small force of
engineers.
These roads are sometimes called farm-to..market
roads and are o~ten referred to as butter-and~egg routes.
They usually are merely regrading projects; or if
relocated, the grading is very light and any surfacing
is of" a low type and easily handled by a checker.
On these routes, only very heavy grading 1s
balanced. ~e rest is let as what is known as machine
grading per station; that is, the contractor is given a
standard section to finish to and is expected to con-
struct this seetion for the length of the project with
little or no haul outside the hundred foot stations.
He is paid at so much per station for all grading so
specified. Culvert or bridge exeavat10ns are paid for
separ~telY'.
In this case, other than running eenter line,
setting r1ght..of..wB.Y and eulvert stakes, measuring up
culvert excavations, checking the elear1ng and grubbing
involved, and ranning a line of leV'els over the profile
be~ore and after e&ttstruetion, the engineering party
has 11ttle to' d. besidES 1n.Sp8 rot and supervise. A ve'rJ
smal,l party w1l1 ,su:rt~ce. This ..~ll, of course, depend
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on the length of the project and the ~oree used by the
contractor.
The projeot engineer will do well to make his
dispositions as carefully on this type of work as on
any other; since, at the low cost per mile contracted,
the usual 10 per cent allotted to such projects for
engineering and contingents is likewise ·small. The
rate of progress 1srelat1vely f'ast; and the project
engineer who overlooks any corners to cut in handling
1s liable to have a tractor and blade on his heels from
start to finish.
Bridge work, railroad structures contiguous to
highways, viaducts, and tunnels are usually construeted
along wi th grading projects and, if so, the engineering
party may opera.te much as noted in our grading example.
When they are large structures or are delayed and act
as closures of gaps in grading projects, they will re~
quire separate treatment and an organization peeu11ar
to such problems.
Depending on the size of course, they conat1~
tate largely a problem in inspection as most of the
details of construction have-had very careful attention
given to design.
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It will often be possible to use a eompetent
inspector for all phases of, construetion, or as many
inspectors as are necessary to keep up with the
contractor's progress; and a small survey party will
suffice for setting line points, measuring quantit1es l
and setting elevation points.
On very small jobs the project engineer may be
his own 1nspeetor, using part-time help (aequlred from
the contractor's force possibly) as rodmen on his
survey work.
Office Work Involved
So far, I have given scant notice to the office
work involved on a highway project. I have purposely
lett it to the last so that the relationship it bears
to other phases might appear in a clearer light.
Let us take up first the work on profiles and
cross sections as brought in by the :r1eld party in note
books.
Alignment notes inclUding new references to
transit po1~ts, e~ations, and errors discovered in
topography must be transf'erred to the blue print align-
ment sheets in red pencil or red ink.
The center-line profile of the original ground
must be converted" to elevations and plotted in black
ink on the pro~11e portion ot plan sheets.
Final location, slz~ and quantities of culverts;
entranoes; and special features must be indicated on
the plan sheets.
Original and final cross sections of all
features must be plotted--the originals in ink and the
finals in penc.11 heavy enough to print well.
Special sheets BlUS t .be made showing olearing
5" .
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and grubbing, r1prap, revetment, special culvert designs,
ditch-cheek sections, or other work to be paid for and
not covered specifically on original plan sheets.
Finally, quantities are to "be computed and a
summary sheet made and checked.
Alignment and cross-section notes are so con-
ventional that there is no need to make a special study
of them. It is, however, well to note a worth while
practice that I have found in preparing the latter for
use in the f1eld--leave plenty of spaqes between the
stations and pluases shown on the or,1g1nal plans for
al~ balanoe points. run outs or cut, or fill; use extra
plusses OD vertical curves and near all culverts,
entrances, and for any turning-bench marks that it may
become neoessary or convenient to set. Th.1s is for
original cross sections. The final cross sections
should duplicate the original cross sections; but they
should also leave room tor bench marks, on headwalls of
culverts or bridge abutm6nts, and for runouts of cut
and fill, not contemplated in the Qrig1nal plans.
J{otes ~or stak1n.g culverts are less taal11ar er
less standardized, an,a I append atorm whioh I have
tOlUld~oJLYe.l'.nt. (S.e: J;Jh1b,lt 1I.~,,; ~.li'
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Notes for pipe eulverts or wood~box culverts
w111 be only slightly different. It is necessary in the
former to stake the end of the pipe and in the latter
to, stake the end of footings. Where skews occur, the
length from center must be mu1tlp11ed by the secant of
the skew angle.
Bridge notes will vary so that no concrete
example would be o~ value. 'T!iey should contain the
alignment for the center line or .bridge, center line of
piers and faces of" abutments with hub locations, cross
sections :for each pier or abutment, and tor blue tops
for cut to bottom or footings; and they should record
all eleTat10n points set during construction.
The bridge or eul.ert inspector should keep a
diary and record book which show the work done eaeh
day, the force working, and the portions of structures
completed each day. Progress of the work may be con-
veniently tabulated in the back of this book. (See
Exhibit No.3)
"The project engineer should keep a diary cover-
ing all phases of the work. He may alse draw 'up0n the
diaries ~d oral repo~ts or his asslstante for informa-
tion 'ori 'detail matt~r.·~"''''B. "Will "11.~ l1is ,diary tck1 :~make
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his weekly report of progress and his monthly estimates,
samples of which are appended. (See Exhibit No.4)
( " " 1'.5)
The weekly report may take the form as indicated
on the Exhibit. It is. f'or the intormation of tne
division' and s tate offices or the department. It 1s my
~p~1on that efficiency would be increased were the
form made a double sheet instead· of a single sheet.
Enough room should be provided to shew more 1tems under
·Work Items Done" and to permi t the project engineer to
make a complete diary from day to day on the reverse
side. This would eliminate the necessity of copying
and condensing the information from the note book diary
to the report.
This report is made quadruplicatet one copy
for the project engineer's files, one for the divls1on-
office tiles, one for th~ construction engineer at the
main office, and one for the state bridge engineer.
'~ Project Engineer'. _o~th1y Payment Estimate
is Y8'1!'Y satisfactory and not hard to fill. It1s made
with five eopiesdistr1bated as· follows: one for the
project t11.s~ ene for the 'd1vis1en-off1ee files, one
for the rConstruet1oB engineer, .and one for the state
all.dlt.~. _: "Unally the·"9nt:ra~t~r~.la,··sent ..•. d,1ft,..t
. t
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form after the estimate has been audited.
In filling in quantities, the project engineer
must be careful to neither overrun nor underrun the
actual amounts completed•. Quantities underrunn1ng or
overrunning contract quantities must have the approval
of the state Highway Engineer before being added or
deducted from payments. (See EXhibit No.5)
For .this purpose force account forms, change
ot~der blanks', and or·dar records are supplied.
The order record is merely an order from the
projeet engineer to pert.orIll work BO,t provided for in
the contraot or to give the oontractor a written
opinion or- the project engineer on a point of construc-
tion in dispute. (See EXhibit Ko. 6)
Its use is to be avoided, but it is verr
ne'cessary when work must be performed at once and other
authority is not immediately available. If extra cost
1s involved, it must be~ollQwedby a ~hange order
acoompanied, if work is to be -done on a cost plus or
force account basis, by an account ·of the work on a
force aceouat rerm. (·See Exhi9its No. '7' .8.li:d We. 8)
'rhe~se tWG forms must b·ecarefu11y and acouratel,.
filled. out", as they will··be them,as1s fo,r a ".1884 .
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estimate and f1nal payment to the ,contractor. They may
require the preparation of spec1al~plan and detail
sheets or other data to support them.
A report, of engineering expense with supporting
documents is .filed at the same time as the ·payment
estima.te; and, from these, the' pay cheeks for the eng1..
neering party are issued. (See Exhibit No.9)
A payroll sheet ~or each man employed is' filed,
from which the payroll is prepared in the division
office. (See EXhibit No. 10).
Each man makes out an expense report, detailing
any allowable expense, and to these 1s attached a
receipt for each item. (See EXhibits Ho. 11 and 10. 12)
A motor expense report 1s made oat for the
projeot car, showing the cost for the month. '1'0 this
is attached all bills tor garage renta.l, repairs by
indlY1dual firms, gas and oil purchased, etc. These
bills are paid by the bu.reau, of equipment from a
mileage allotment wh1chdepends on the kind or aar.
(See Exh1b1t No- 13)"
W1th the above data and an,- invoices tor sup-
plies' obtained from the bureall of equipment, the
project e~1neer tills .'il- t~·.'tigtB.er1ng8a1~ .aDd '
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Expense Report, which, aft~r being aUdited, becomes the
basis of distribution of highway funds to the various
projects.
In addition to the w~ekly progress report,
daily reports are usually required on surfacing pro~
jeets , which' state the amount of surracinglaid, the
materials re'ce1ved and used, and the weather and
sUbgrade conditions. This report 1s usually in post
card form and may be entrusted to the paving
~specto~. (See EXhibit No. 14)
Plant ~spectors are usually reqn1red to make
daily reports of batches througn the plant and of all
tests of materials. A month1y report on all materials
1s used to keep the division offloe and materials
engineer informed as to conditions. The materials
engineer is responsible for the distribution of-, all
state furnished materials and the adjustment of freight
rates. (See Exhibit No. 15)
In addition to the above, reports on accidents
or sickness and, sometimes, a complete check of the
contractor's payrolls arerequ1redof the project
engineer.
After p,lottingboth the o~1g1Dal and final
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cross sections, the work or computing the earthwork as
oompleted begins. This involves the planimetering of
areas and their tabulation. From these, the eomputation
of' yardage 1 s made. For this purpose' a form such as the
one append&d is quite satisfactory. (See Exhibit No. 16)
After the yardage has been computed and balanced,
any overhaul 1s. eomputed.. . .This may be done on this same
sheet or on ordinary data paper with appropriate
headings.
While the office work involved has been only
outlined, one can see that it involves many hours and
days of earef'ul and confining labor which sometimes
involves the close checking of an intricate measure.
Conclusions
~e project engineer will orten be confronted
with the task of completing this work within two weeks
after the acceptance of one seot1on; and, at the same
time, he mus t proceed with the f iald work on an
adjoining section.
Sur~1elent help wou1d make this a simple task,
even if some night work were required; instead of its
taxing the engin,eer and his assistants to such a degree
as to reduce their physloal or mental readiness for the
work in hand.
Too' often, the men supervising the project
engineer's work have been out of touch so long with the
mechanics of project work that they have forgotten or
never knew the present day intricacies.
In their t~e, for instanoe, it is quite pos-
sible that final cross sections were an unknown factor,
daily or even weekly reports may have been quite
unlrn.own or at least only soantily attended to, 'and
strict supervision may haTe been greatly slighted.
Nwnberless details may have been omitted from the
routine or their occupation.
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But with the tightening of' profits, due to eom-
·petition among contractors, has come organization on the
contractor! s part which demands clos,er estimates by the
state highway departments. Due to increased cost,
public opinion has demanded that the departments make
every effort to see that no public moneys are spent
,without value received. The departments, in order to
proteet themselves and their employees, have instituted
a quite eomplexsystem ofdeta11 plans and reports which
were not in force when the pioneers in the game. who ~ are ..
now in adminis trat1ve and highly super.isory capacities
over the project engineer's work were themselYes pro-
jeot engineers.
The burden ofth1s system now lles wi ththe
project engineer. If he 1s not in olose touch with all
phases, does not know his pts and Q~s,. and cannot arra.y
his facts in such' a way as to demand the assistance
necessary to perform the .~rk we110 and within the. time
11m1ts required, h,e rill evoke smallcomtort and scant
sympathy from his supervisory officials and will find
himself, in a snarl' o~ detail and red tape from which
there will be no' 8s,eape except resignati,on.
!,o the end th,Q1i th1s J4a7: .,.tOe h18 t~ 1.",,~
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he must study well the principles of co8perat1on out..
lined in the initial paragraphs of this dissertation;
he must study his tools and his job and match his wits
against time, man, and the elements so that by the
efficiency of his daily per~ormance the continuanoe of
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l.--Give litniting station numbers of work involved.
2.-Whether laborer, foreman, carpenter, etc.
NOTE:-This form must be submitted with work estimate in which payment for work done on a force account basis is claimed. The
Project Engineer should make out 4 copies of this form, to be distributed as fonows: One is to be attached to the work estimate .
submitted to the State Highway Department, one for the Division Engineer, one for the Contractor, and one copy is to be (
retained by the Project Engineer.
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